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Listening
is a great
start
The REAL Big Hug was
generously supported by
Queerspace at Drummond
Street Services and the
Maribyrnong City Council.

We acknowledge the Traditional Owners of country
throughout Australia and recognise their continuing
connection to land, waters and culture. We pay our
respects to their Elders past, present and emerging.

Introduction
In August 2018 an event called #theREALbighug was
hosted at the Footscray Community Arts Centre in
Melbourne. The event for LGBTIQ Victorians and their
allies was a celebration of strengths and allies that
enabled a successful outcome from the 2017 Marriage
Equality postal vote in Australia.
The #theREALbighug was an initiative of LGBTIQ
community members Michelle Shepherd and Anna Le.
It was funded by Drummond St Services, generously
supported by the Maribyrnong City Council and
coordinated by Alice’s Garage.
Around 50 people attended the festival styled event and
were invited to record their responses to the following
question:

Q.

How can we be even better Allies for
each other within LGBTI communities?

Responses were recorded on post-it notes that were
placed on a poster board. The youngest respondent was
three years old - the oldest was 76.

We need
to make
sure all
voices
are at
the table

Fifty-six responses were recorded. Thematic analysis
of the responses identified key strategies to inform the
development of a postcard on becoming even better
allies within LGBTIQ communities. Three key themes
identified were: listening to each other; understanding
and addressing power imbalances; and interacting with
love and respect. In essence, participants called for
LGBTIQ community members to think about why we
need to listen, how we can listen and what we need to do
with the information shared. Details of these themes are
outlined on the following pages.
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#REALbighug
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Love! Accept! Include!
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Listening
to each
other
The most common theme (20 responses
– or 36% of the total) related to the
importance of listening to each other.
This included learning more about the
experiences of others, respecting their
stories and experiences and looking for
commonalities - rather than differences.

1. Listen. We don’t take the time to listen to one another.
Have a cake and a cuppa. Offer a hug. You might find
we aren’t very different from one another in the end

Techniques for listening included being more open and loving;
and reaching out to take the first step to connect with others
and hear their stories.

6. Ask! Don’t make assumptions

Participants wanted more community events, like
#theREALbighug, to facilitate such listening, story sharing
and improved understanding. Examples of responses include:

2. Listen with love
3. Listen to remember and learn - not just reply
4. Very respectful. Respect. Empower. Listen. Learn
5. Listening is a great first start. We need to make sure
all voices are at the table
7. Understanding is a way to appreciate and to care
8. Get to know each other and learn about each other.
Take that first step - be brave
9. Listen more. Show up. Act more
10. You got no idea what people are going through
till you listen
11. Share stories - host more community events
12. Listen. Create spaces for people to come
together to listen
13. Listen - believe what’s being told to you

Lean in offer to
help
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Understanding
and addressing
power imbalances
The second most common theme
(17 responses – 31%) related to
understanding and addressing power
imbalances within LGBTIQ communities.
Several respondents noted that some
LGBTIQ community members do not see
their own privilege, nor appreciate why an
understanding of power imbalances matters.

1. Some people with privilege struggle to understand the
experiences of others - and to understand why this is
important

There were calls for power to be shared more often - or
for those in positions of power to better assist in ensuring
marginalised voices are heard. Expressions used included
“making room for others at the table” and “leaning in” to
take proactive steps to address power imbalances. It was
succinctly summarised by three year old Elora who simply
said: “share toys”.

6. Position others

There were calls to better understand intersectionality,
oppression and human rights – including how this impacted
different LGBTIQ subgroups and the experiences of LGBTIQ
‘people of colour’. Examples of the responses include:

Don’t wait to be
asked to help

2. Lean in - offer to help
3. You got a seat at the table - make room for others
4. Listening is a great first start. We need to make sure all
voices are at the table
5. Empower people. Give people space and resources to
help make sure their voice is heard
7. Share toys - Elora age 3
8. Understand intersectionality - understand human rights
9. Don’t wait to be asked to help
10. Understand your entitlement
11. Understand privilege
12. Listening and positioning other voices
13. Get to know each other and learn about each other.
Take that first step - be brave
14. Educate yourself about levels of OPPRESSION
15. Educate yourselves. What is intersex? What issues do
POC [people of colour] face? How do we best support
trans and gender diverse people? How do we cherish our
lesbian friends? What can we learn from gay history?
Then … listen with an educated ear.
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Communicating
with love and
respect
The third theme (16 responses – 29%) related
to the importance of LGBTIQ communities
communicating with love and respect. This
included the invitation to stop looking for
difference and listening with an open heart
and with love.
1. Stop looking for difference! Stop looking for difference!
2. Love :-)
3. Don’t be an arse
4. Open your heart
5. Respect. Its as simple as that
6. Be kind

Share
stories,
experiences,
love, positive
words

7. Share stories, experiences, love, positive words
8. Give love to all
9. Just love!
10. Love! Accept! Include
11. All you need is love
12. Open the hearts of others
13. Fill the circle around you with love and hope
14. By working together and supporting
15. Accept everyone! For who they re. When they are.
Where they are. Always!
16. Listen with love.
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A person who is not part of a
particular group but is supportive
of the group; one who acts to help
and support

ally {noun}

I AM AN
when I...

#theREALbighug

Postcard designed in response to “How can we be even

better Allies for each other within LGBTI communities?”
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